conjectured that there is a polynomial-time computable isomorphism between any two languages complete for NP with respect to polynomial-time computable many-one (Karp) reductions. Joseph and Young [1985] gave a structural definition of a class of NP-complete sets-the k-creative sets-and defined a class of sets (the K; 's) that are necessarily~-creative. They went on to conjecture that certain of these K}'s are not isomorphic to the standard NP-complete sets. Clearly, the Berman-Hartmanis and Joseph-Young conjectures cannot both be correct.
Introduction
The relationship between the Berman-Hartmanis isomorphism conjecture and existence of one-way functions has been the subject of considerable research and conjecture in recent years [Fenner et al. 1985; Hartmanis and Hemachandra 1991; Joseph and Young 1985; Ko et al. 1986 ].
We prove that the isomorphism conjecture is incompatible with the existence of scrambling jimctions, a type of powerful one-way function.
To provide plausibility for the hypothesis that scrambling functions exist, we show that they exist relative to a random oracle, that is, the set of oracles relative to which scrambling functions exist has measure one in the standard Lebesgue measure on languages.
As a corollary, we obtain that the isomorphism conjecture fails with respect to a random oracle. The remainder of Section 1 consists of three parts: a historical survey, a precise statement of our results, and some possible directions for future research. Section 2 describes our notation and nomenclature. Section 3 considers the structural consequences of the existence of scrambling functions, and Section 4 establishes the existence of scrambling functions (and still more powerful one-way functions called annihilating fanctions) relative to a random oracle.
This paper has been written so that it might be read in two different ways.
General readers who want to know what we did and what it means, but not necessarily how we did it, will want to read the remainder of this section, using Section 2 as a general reference.
Those readers who are interested in our proofs may find it more economical to skim the preliminaries and continue their reading with Sections 3 and 4.
A BRIEF SURVEY.
In this section, we briefly survey the research that led to this work. The reader may wish to consult Young's excellent survey [Young 1990 ] structural research on isomorphisms, as well as the surveys by Mahaney [1986] and Kurtz et al. [1990] .
1.1.1. The Structural Approach. Berman and Hartmanis [1977] made the following conjecture:
The Isomophism Conjecture.
All NP-complete languages are polynomialtime isomorphic to one another. That is, in the terminology of Section 2, the NP-complete m-degree collapses.
As evidence for this conjecture, they adapted the proof of the Cantor-Bernstein Theorem to show that the paddable NP-complete languages are isomorphic to one another. As all languages polynomial-time isomorphic to a paddable language must themselves be paddable, it follows that the isomorphism conjecture is equivalent to the assertion that all NP-complete languages are paddable.
By surveying the literature of the time on NP-complete languages, Berman and Hartmanis [1977] established that all of the then-known NP-complete languages were paddable, thereby providing empirical evidence for their conjecture.
In the years immediately following the isomorphism conjecture, research centered not on the conjecture itself, but rather on structural predictions of the conjecture.
For example, the isomorphism conjecture predicts that there are no sparse NP-complete languages. Mahaney [1982] , building on work of P. Berman and Fortune, verified this prediction under the hypothesis P # NP.
Another direction pursued in the years immediately following the conjecture was to "relocate" it to other natural degrees. In their original article, Berman and thus every l-ii degree collapses. Therefore, a minimal hypothesis for the construction of a noncollapsing l-h degree is the existence of a one-way function. Watanabe [1985] conjectured that the existence of a one-way function is an adequate hypothesis for the construction of a noncollapsing l-li degree. and he was proven correct by Ko et al. [1986] . This validation of a prediction of the Joseph-Young conjecture is an important piece of evidence in its favor.
Somewhat later, we [Kurtz et al. 1988] to a random oracle, then the unrelativized Y-is true.
They based their conjecture on the following intuition:
We know that there are (qualitatively) good pseudorandom languages A in P. We expect that pseudorandom and random languages will have essentially the same properties.
Thus, it is reasonable to expect that 3A will equal Y+ for random R. But since A is in P YY~=~and so we expect that S will equal @ as desired.
Alternatively, either the Random Oracle Conjecture is true, or there are essential structural properties of random sets that cannot be captured by an pseudorandom set.
Since 1981, the random oracle conjecture has been refuted twice. Kurtz [1983a] pointed out that CONP c PSAT, but CONPR~PSAT R for random R.
More recently, Chor et al. [1990] showed that CONP R~1P R for random R, which together with the Lund et al. [1992] proof that PH c 1P gives another counterexample.
Both counterexamples
have a common flavor. Imagine that there are exponentially many boxes, one of which contains a prize. If the prize is placed at random, then a computational agent that can only examine polynomially many boxes has essentially no change of finding the prize, no matter how powerful he may be. If, on the other hand, the prize is placed only pseudorandomly, then a sufficiently powerful computational agent will find it every time. Both counterexamples rely on finding computational agents (PSAT or 1P) that are strong enough to defeat any polynomial-time pseudorandom prize-hiding strategy; but these agents must themselves be defeated when presented with a truly random prize-hiding strategy. Stated somewhat differently, both PSAT and 1P are sufficiently powerful to search any pseudorandom language; but for random R, neither PSAT R nor 1P R is powerful enough to search R. The main result of this paper is that the isomorphism conjecture fails relative to a random oracle. In our case, the computational agents we will need to consider will be in P, and so, in some sense, we end up relying on the fact that P R isn't powerful enough to search R. But now we're back to the observation upon which the random oracle conjecture was based: there seem to be good pseudorandom languages in P, and we only need them to be good enough to defeat P, not P 'AT or 1P. We believe that such pseudorandom languages exist, and that therefore the unrelativized isomorphism conjecture fails.
OVERVIEW
OF NEW RESULTS.
This section surveys the technical contributions of this paper. A one-way function (cf. Definition 3.1) is a polynomial-time computable, one-one, honest function that is not polynomial-time invertible.
We have not been able to make progress on the Joseph-Young conjecture under the hypothesis that "vanilla" one-way functions exist. We have, however, been able to make considerable progress under a stronger hypothesis: the existence of scrambling functions. A padding jimction (( " , " )) is a polynomialtime computable, one-one function from pairs of strings to strings that is polynomial-time invertible in both arguments [Mahaney and Young 1985] . A language A is paddable [Berman and Hartmanis 1977] if and only if for all x and y, xGA'=((.x, y)) GA.
If a padding function (( .,. )) is also onto, then we say (( "," )) is a polynomial-time pairing fimction.
Let (.," ) be the standard Rogers' pairing function [Rogers 1967, Page 64] ,
where (x, y) = +((x + y)z + .x + 3y). It is easy to see that (x, y) is a polynomial-time pairing function according to our definitions; moreover, ( " , . ) is length-nondecreasing in both arguments. Our definition of one-way function requires totality, which is not the case in all presentations, for example, Grollman and Selman [1988] and Berman [1977] .
Grollman and Selman [1984, 1988] , and Ko [1985] show that the existence of one-way functions is equivalent to P # UP. Ko et al. [1986] show by a simple padding construction that is one-way functions exist, then length-increasing one-way functions exist. We introduce two more powerful variants of the notion of a one-way function, and show that if these functions exist, then the complete l-li. degree for NP (and for many other natural complexity classes) does not collapse. In Section 4, we will show that there are oracles relative to which scrambling functions exist, indeed, that much more powerful sorts of one-way functions exist relative to random oracles. as the collection of all possible infinite sequences of independent tosses of a fair coin. For d c 2', the measure of& (written P(Jz')) is simply the probability that an element of 2" is in Q. One can formally define this measure as follows.
Let m range over finite sequences of O's and 1's and let ((m)) denote the collection of all infinite sequences that begin with~, that is, that have u as an initial subsequence.
Fix an arbitrary m of length m. The probability that m independent tosses of a fair coin will produce m is 2'~. So, the probability that a randomly chosen infinite sequence begins with cr should be 2 'n. Thus, we define +(((~))) = 2-"'. To extend p beyond measuring the ((o) )'s, the idea is to take P(M) as the limit of measures of approximations to a?. We say that a countable collection of~'s,~o, ul, ...> couers M if and only if @ Q U~.~( ( m,) ) and we define the size of this cover to be X;=~P (( ( o, ) ) ). The outer measure of d (written P*(M)) is the greatest lower bound of the sizes of covers of M. One would like to define &c#) = P*(M) for arbitrary M, but there is a problem. Using the axiom of choice one can construct an .@. such that I-L*(.w/O ) + P* W=) > 1, where .Z denotes the complement of @o in 2" [Oxtoby 1980 ]. On sets such as .ti~l, K* fails to make sense as a probability measure. We thus say that J% is measurable if and only if V* (.@) + W*(&) = 1 and then define P(JZ?) = W* (d for measurable d and leave W(JZ?) undefined otherwise. It can be shown (cf. Dudley [1989] ; Oxtoby [1980] ; Rudin [1987] ) that all Borel sets are measurable. All of the .@ considered below will be first order definable, therefore Borel, and therefore measurable. We will use the term, probability, as a synonym for measure.
For example, if we say that a random oracle R is in & with probability p, this means that d has measure p.
Countable subadditti'ity is the property of p that, if (.~),~~is a sequence of measurable sets, then
In probabilistic language this says that the probability of a countable union of events is bounded above by the sum of the probabilities of the individual events. Countable subadditivity, simple reasoning about limits, and finitary probability theory are the primary mathematical tools in the next section. A tail set is a subset @ of 2 '" that is closed under finite variants, that is, if X and Y are subsets of o such that X AY is finite, then X G @ s Y G 9.
Kolmogorou's zero-one law [Oxtoby 1980, Theorem 21.3 ] states that a measurable tail set must have measure O or 1. The zero-one law thus gives us a means to convert bounds of measures of sets to exact measures, for example, to show that a tail set @ has measure 1, it is enough to show that @ has positive measure.
If P is a predicate with lJ{R: Intuitively,~R maps x to a string of length 3 Ix I + 1 by copying and concatenating 31xl + 1 independent "bits" from the oracle R. Note that for distinct x and x', the parts of the oracle that determine <'(x) and~'( x' ) are disjoint, that is, the values <'( x) and g '(x') are independent. AS <R maps strings of length n to strings of length 3n + 1, it is honest. 
Since E~e m2-n-2 = 1/2, (1) implies that the probability that~R fails to be one-one is no more than 1/2 and so the lemma follows.
If a and b are distinct elements of length n, then the probability that they () have the same image under~R is exactly 1/23"+ 1. There are~distinct pairs of elements of length n, and so the probability that there exist two strings of length n having the same image under~R can be bounded above by PROOF.
Here, and only here, do we make use of more tools from measure theory than those introduced in Section 4.1. See Dudley [1989] or Rudin [1987] for background on product measures.
Let n = lx] and let co' be a distinct copy of o. We factor 2°into a product So, to bound V( f%(k)), we bound the p(~'( x))'s and, to bound FL(%'(x)), we bound P(%'(x)) and P(.Z(X)). Fix x and let n = I.xl.
We first bound p(,A#(x)).
Since <R(x) =~R(y) implies that Iyl = n, the only strings different from x that &R could map to gR(x) are the y G (~" -{x}).
There are 2" -1 many such y and each has a 1 in 23"+ 1 chance to map to g '(x). Since these events are pairwise independent, we therefore have Zn-1 p(. ax)) = -p-.
(2) and is thus independent of the rest of the oracle R.
Therefore, for each x, 1/23"+ 1 is an upper bound on the probability that '(x) = y and flR examines x on argument y. Since for any R, flR on argument y can examine no more than p(3n + 1) many x's of length n, the probability of fiR on argument y examines a preimage of y is at most p(3n + 1)/23"+ '.
As the bound of the prior paragraph was for an arbitrary y E~q" + 1, it f~llows that the expected number of elements of length 3n + 1 accepted by MR is bounded above 23" + I . (p(3n + 1)/23n+') = P(3H + 1). By Markov's Inequality we know that if X is a nonnegative random variable and a >0, then Prob[ X > a " EX] < l/Lz. Thus, the probability that QR can contain more than n~. p(3n + 1) many elements of length 3FZ + 1 is less than n-z. Therefore, for each k: the probability that there exists some n > k such that IIQR n Z3'7+ '11> n' "p(3n + 1) is bounded above by
Thus, it follows that QR is sparse with probability 1. u LEMMA 4.2.13. With probabilip 1, if~R c range(~'), thetz~R is sparse.
PROOF.
Recall that~R is the disjoint union of QR and UR. By Lemma 4.2.9, with probability 1, if UR is a subset of range( f '), then UR is finite. Relatiue to a random oracle, there is a dense UP set whose only BPP sz~bsets are sparse.
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